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I  Introduction 
When a fraction of optical feedback created by external 
cavity (or target) re-enters the internal cavity of a laser diode 
(LD), the laser intensity and optical frequency will then be 
altered. The modulated laser intensity is called as a self-
mixing interferometry (SMI) signal. The SMI signal carries 
the information of the parameters related to the LD and its 
external cavity. Over the years, various SMI-based sensing 
applications have been reported, including the measurement 
of velocity, vibration, displacement, and laser related 
parameters [1-5]. Recently, SMI-based sensing has been 
extended for material parameter measurement, acoustic 
detection and biomedical applications etc. [6, 7]. When the 
injection current of the LD is modulated by a periodic 
triangular waveform, the phase of the detected SMI signal 
contains the micro-displacement of the external target. A 
basic configuration of an SMI system with modulated 
injection current is depicted in Fig. 1, which consists of an 
LD, a photodiode (PD) packaged in the rear of the LD, a lens 
and an external moving target. The injection current of the 
LD will be modulated by the triangular wave that is 
generated from a signal generator. 
 
LDPD
Signal
Generator
Lens Target
I(t)
d(t)
Figure 1. Schematic SMI system for micro-displacement 
sensing. 
 The laser intensity ( )I t  received by PD and target’s 
displacement ( )d t  can be expressed as below [8]: 
0( ) ( ) cos ( ) ( ) cos(2 ( ))CI t A t B t A t B f t tπ φ φ= + Φ ≈ + + + ,        (1)
 
( ) ( )
4
d t tλ φ
π
= × ,                               (2)
 
where ( )A t  is the intensity of modulated triangular signal, 
B  is the amplitude of SMI signal, ( )tΦ  is the phase of SMI 
signal,  Cf  is the carrier frequency, 0φ  is the reference phase 
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of fixed target, ( )tφ  is the phase linked to micro-
displacement and λ  is the laser wavelength. The micro-
displacement can be set as 0( ) cos(2 )dd t d f tπ= , where 0d  is 
the amplitude of displacement and df  is the frequency of 
displacement. By applying Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on
cos ( )B tΦ , the phase ( )tφ corresponds to the displacement 
in each rising/falling part of the triangular period can be 
obtained. However, to achieve more accurate measurement 
by using this method, a large number of fringes in each 
triangular period is needed and the target needs a low moving 
velocity. To lift the limit of this method, we developed an 
algorithm by using a reference signal to retrieve the 
displacement [9]. We denote the laser intensity with a fixed 
target after removing the modulation triangular signal as: 
     1 0( ) cos(2 )FIX T CII t B f tπ φ− = + ,               (3) 
and the laser intensity with a moving target after removing 
the modulation triangular signal as: 
2 0( ) cos(2 ( ))MOV T CII t B f t tπ φ φ− = + + ,              (4)
 
where 1B  and 2B  are the signal amplitudes. By applying 
FFT and IFFT on Equation (3) and (4), we have: 
*
*
( ( ( )) [ ( ( ))] )( )
4 ( ( ( )) [ ( ( ))] )
MOV T FIX T
MOV T FIX T
imag IFFT II f IFFT II f
d t
real IFFT II f IFFT II f
λ
π
− −
− −
×
= ×
×
.     (5) 
 
This algorithm achieves the micro-displacement 
measurement without any adjustments of the system and 
lifted the restriction on the velocity of the target. However, a 
new issue has raised when applying FFT and IFFT. The 
effect of windowing in this process will introduce error while 
retrieving the micro-displacement. This paper compared the 
performance of three different window functions while 
applying them to the SMI signal. The result shows that the 
Nuttall window edges over others as it has the minimal 
displacement error. 
II  Reducing the effect of windowing 
We studied the effect of windowing when taking FFT and 
IFFT processing for the demodulated signal ( )FIX TII t−  and 
( )MOV TII t− . When applying windowing function, the main 
lobe width of its spectrum should be as narrow as possible to 
obtain high frequency resolution; the side lobe attenuation 
should be as large as possible to reduce spectrum tailing. We 
tested three different window functions (rectangular, 
Hamming and Nuttall window) and made a displacement 
error comparison to show the performance of each window 
function. 
In the simulation, the target displacement is set as 
( ) 150cos(2 2 )d t t nmπ= × × . The frequency of modulated 
triangular current is 20Hz , this corresponds to a 0.025s  of 
window length, as shown in Fig. 2 and highlighted by the red 
box. In this sensing system, there are 5 SMI fringes in each 
window. 
Fig. 2. (a) target displacement; (b) Intensity corresponds to the 
triangular modulation; (c) Laser intensity with a fixed target after 
removing the modulation; (d) Laser intensity with a moving target 
after removing the modulation. 
Fig. 3 shows the comparison of original and retrieving 
displacement in this window. The effect of windowing can 
cause large displacement error at the beginning and end part 
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within each window section. By using a Nuttall window, the 
displacement error can be reduced to 0/ 1.3%MAXerror d = , 
while rectangular window is 2.6%  and Hamming window 
is 2.31% . Most part of the retrieving displacement with a 
Nuttall window is more accurate than other two window 
functions, as the displacement error comparison shown in 
Fig. 4. 
 
Fig. 3. Comparison of original and retrieving micro-
displacement with different windows. 
 
Fig. 4. Comparison of displacement error. 
 
III  Conclusion 
In this work, we proposed an algorithm for micro-
displacement measurement and studied the effect of 
windowing when applying FFT on SMI sensing signals. The 
simulation results show that using a Nuttall window with 
0.025s  window length has the best performance comparing 
to Rectangular and Hamming window and it can achieve a 
precise micro-displacement measurement. 
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